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0 of 0 review helpful best of the four By Daniel S Palter Easily the best of the four volumes this one actually has a bit 
of character development in the secondary characters It still wanders all over the landscape of Latin Europe but it is 
less of a dungeon crawl and more of a linked series of miniadventures I will definitely buy volume 5 1 of 1 review 
helpful Blackstone continues his Provoked by the Dauphin s refusal to honor the terms of his father s surrender 
Edward III has invaded France with the greatest army England has ever assembled But the English lion s attempts to 
claw the French crown from its master are futile After defeats at Crecy and Poitiers the Dauphin will no longer meet 
the English in the field Mired down in costly sieges and facing a stalemate Edward s great army is forced to agree to a 
treaty But peace comes at a pric Absolutely gripping A superb read Nudge Book A brilliant story full of facts and 
brimming with action Superb reading Army Rumour Service Action packed exciting and wonderfully researched the 
story is as fresh and shock filled as each of its p 
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